
12 April 2019.

Hon Eugenie Sage
Land Information Minister
Wellington.

Dear Minister,

Crown pastoral land consultation

We wish to be heard if such an opportunity is available.

Federated Mountain Clubs
FMC was founded in 1931 and advocates for New Zealand’s backcountry and outdoor recreation 
on behalf of more than 22,000 members in over 80 clubs. This core function gives our organisation 
a strong interest in refining the purposes and management of Crown pastoral land, as improved 
long-term outcomes for conservation - and therefore recreation - are possible. 

Through FMC’s eyes: the present and future of high country land in Crown pastoral leases
We welcome this timely korero, which we anticipate will bring direction on purposes for which the 
leases are held into line with contemporary understanding of the land’s values.

Appreciation of the high country’s inherent riches - and its vulnerability - has developed over time. 
Looking at the land through productive, ecological, landscape, recreational, and other lenses, ever 
more is seen. While direct economic good comes from high country pasturage, the land’s less 
immediately calculable benefits - economic and other - including water sequestration and 
regulation, biodiversity, landscape values, recreation, general public well-being, and tourism, are 
enormous.

We acknowledge the conservation and recreation stewardship - in many cases, of very high quality  
- provided by numerous lessees.
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A vital, yet understated, part of the common wealth springing from the high country is the 
nationhood that has been forged and is maintained there. A fusion of the endeavours of early Maori 
and more recent surveyors, naturalists, climbers, farmers, hunters, skiers, and others, it cuts 
across socio-economic lines and is a deep part of being a New Zealander.

In nature and on nature’s terms, recreation in the high country links us to our natural and social 
backgrounds and to one another. It is healthy and invaluable.

Existing statutes relating to Crown pastoral leases are things of their times. The kaupapa and 
direction resulting from this discussion process should express the now more extensive knowledge 
of values related to the land. In a century’s time - and beyond - the judgement should be that the 
right path was taken.

A brief word on the existing statutory and processes landscape
FMC’s view is that in their present forms, the Land Act 1948 and the Crown Pastoral Land Act 
1998 and processes falling from them do not serve the relevant land, the wider environment, or the 
public well (with particular respect to tenure review, the alienation of environmental and 
recreational values has been costly). The tensions are marked and well-described; we refer to 
them below briefly as necessary. 

Without statutory changes, that abrasion will only increase as understanding of the land’s wider 
values continues to outgrow the statutory tools’ ability to recognise them.  

Both Acts need adjustment so that they focus proportionately on the land’s full range of values and 
set out appropriate ways to manage and protect them.

We believe that means of changing the land’s primary use should remain. They should ensure that 
options for its values’ protection include the end point of full Crown ownership and control as public 
conservation land as presently exists under tenure review provisions (we note preservation and 
enhancement are stated desired outcomes in the discussion document). This would guarantee 
public access to the land. To stop short of retaining such means would be a partial but significant 
loss. Our rationale and proposal are below. 

Ecological and landscape integrity (not ‘natural capital’)
Central to the high country’s mauri are ecological and landscape integrity, which, when allowed to 
flourish normally, sustain various aspects of farming as well as larger-scale water provision and 
regulation, strength in biodiversity, climate regulation, recreation and tourism opportunities, 
amenity, and other interconnected values. Their positive influence on general environmental, 
human, and social health extends well beyond property boundaries and the high country itself. 
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There are officially mandated systems for measuring ecological and landscape integrity.

FMC believes the concepts should be central to ongoing management of Crown pastoral land 
because they are adept and recognise its comprehensive abundance. Despite their non-economic 
orientation, they are able to provide readily quantified and highly visible immediate, as well as 
indirect, economic advantage. They also validate the inherent worth of the high country’s natural 
components, including the most apparently insignificant. Further, they validate human respect for 
that worth.

‘Natural capital’, as set out in the discussion document, has an economic kaupapa. Tradeability - 
and its potential to incentivise perversely - is fundamental. Due to the fixedness of its frame of 
reference, it is incapable of appropriately representing the high country’s diverse values.

As a concept, natural capital comes up shortest with respect to honouring natural intrinsic worth. 
Indeed, FMC believes it is incapable of recognising nature’s own-sake values, or human respect 
for them. 

Natural capital should be dropped from korero about high country land.

Maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity, including through use of 
scientifically-established indicators and related enforceable protective mechanisms, should 
become the focus of Crown high country management and purpose transition.

Recommendations:
* that the term natural capital not be used in relation to Crown pastoral management or 

purpose transition.
* that maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity become the 

focus of Crown pastoral management and purpose transition.

A purpose for the Land Act 1948 
As you are aware, the Crown holds lands under the Land Act and uses them for a variety of 
purposes. Pastoral leases, mostly in the South Island’s high country, are a large component of the 
land held.

A purpose would be a welcome addition to the statute, providing clarity and direction. 

A purpose sub-section applying to Crown pastoral lands should direct that the lands be managed 
foremost for maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity. This will reflect 
contemporary understanding of the relevant land’s values as discussed above.
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The statute’s present s99 (Land to be properly farmed) should be amended to set out principles for 
Crown pastoral lessees’ management of land for maintenance and improvement of ecological and 
landscape integrity.

The focus of the Commissioner of Crown Lands will change in line with the above proposed 
statutory alterations (this is addressed below). 

Land Information New Zealand’s focus, including its relevant staff capability and expertise, will 
need adjustment to express the statutory direction that Crown pastoral lands be managed for 
maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity. This should include fostering 
and use of appropriate in-house and other expert advice; and in general giving effect to statutory 
purpose, including in the regular inspection of leases.

Recommendations:
* that a purpose be added to the Land Act 1948.
* that a Land Act purpose sub-section relating to Crown pastoral lands direct that the lands 

be managed for maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity.
* that the Land Act’s present s99 be amended to set out principles for Crown pastoral 

lessees’ management of the land for maintenance and improvement of ecological and 
landscape integrity.

* that Land Information New Zealand’s focus, including its relevant staff capability and 
expertise, be adjusted to express the statutory direction that Crown pastoral lands be 
managed for maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity.

Crown Pastoral Land Act 1998: tenure review to be replaced by ‘land purpose review’
FMC believes that management of Crown pastoral land for the purpose of maintaining and 
improving ecological and landscape integrity will be most meaningful if land is still able to be 
transitioned to an end-point designation of full Crown ownership and control for conservation and 
recreation purposes. Indeed, given what is known about the many and weighty economic, non-
economic, immediate and downstream benefits of such land purpose, and that lessees’ evolving 
circumstances will continue to make it possible/desirable, we feel it is essential.

Additionally, we note that in some areas, pastoral farming is not suitable and there is no purpose in 
leaving these areas under lease.

Long-time criticism of the present tenure review system relates to a raft of statutory and process 
weaknesses, conflicts, and inappropriate incentives. This is despite the unambiguous nature of the 
fundamentals of Part 2 of the Act (Tenure reviews): natural values should come first. A clear lesson 
is that such flaws should be scrupulously avoided in the design of a system to supersede tenure 
review. 
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Any new system for reviewing the purpose of Crown pastoral land must, from statute level - 
including the Act’s s18 (Discretionary actions) - to process level, have clarity and consistency of 
purpose: that maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity are topmost 
priorities. 

FMC proposes that land purpose review supersedes tenure review. The Land Act 1948 should set 
the scene for such review by adoption of a purpose that Crown pastoral lands be managed for 
maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity as discussed above. The 
Crown Pastoral Land Act 1998 should, consistent with this purpose, systematise land purpose 
review. 

Land purpose review changes the focus of Crown pastoral holdings review from transition in land’s 
ownership to transition for the purpose for which the land is held (maintenance and improvement of 
ecological and landscape integrity). Of course, ownership matters may still be involved.

Creation of freehold designations, as has become usual in the tenure review process, is possible 
under land purpose review if the outcome is not inconsistent with the Act’s purpose. Creation of 
capable covenants* and/or other mechanisms, and/or payment to the Crown for subdivision value 
where loss of natural values is historic and unremediable is part of the process and ensures 
appropriate outcomes (*Covenanting mechanisms may need to be reviewed/amended to ensure they are fit for 
purpose (for example: responsive, enduring, and with appropriate available sanctions). Such a workstream is outside the 
direct ambit of this discussion; however, if deemed necessary, it should be recommended by this process).

The Government’s proposals have implications for the dynamics, at all levels, of the Crown 
pastoral holdings review arena, for lessees, agencies, and the public - as do FMC’s proposals.
Important relevant considerations include that: 

* lessees’ relationships with and hopes for the land are naturally various. The present 
discussion process gives a chance to better recognise this human factor by enabling 
a broader range of ways to review land purpose within the kaupapa of maintenance 
and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity.  

* lessees may be incentivised by any changes resulting from this discussion to 
surrender or on-sell parts of leases or whole leases, or diversify, with potential for 
positive and negative environmental, economic, and social effects.

* if a new Crown pastoral holdings review system is adopted, the potential for freehold 
title creation to be consonant with maintenance or improvement of ecological and 
landscape integrity must be taken into account. 

* post-tenure review, the process’ relative cost neutrality will no longer exist.
* New Zealanders will continue to desire enabling recreational access to and through 

the high country, over and above what the Land Act’s s60 (Creation of easements) 
provides for.
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Given these factors, and that tenure review’s relatively limited format has lacked the flexibility to 
accommodate all lessees and deliver actual environmental, recreational, economic, and social win-
wins, FMC believes it is necessary and desirable to enable a genuine variety of viable ways for the 
Crown and lessees to approach land purpose review. Empowering relevant statutory bodies is a 
significant part of this.

FMC proposes land purpose review with the following features:

* It is optional for the Commissioner and lessees.
* The process is ‘owned’ by the Commissioner and not outsourced to contractors.
* The process is time-limited. Three years is our suggestion (we welcome discussion 

on this). 
* The Department of Conservation has a mandated expert assessment and advisory 

role.
* The Walking Access Commission and regional Fish and Game councils have 

mandated expert assessment and advisory roles with respect to public access.
* Partial and whole lease surrender to enable restoration of the land concerned to full 

Crown ownership and control as public conservation land for conservation and 
recreation purposes is welcomed (partial and whole lease surrender are available 
under the Land Act’s s145, Surrender of lease or licence). 

* The Nature Heritage Fund has a statutory mandate and appropriate resourcing to 
make partial and whole lease purchases for transition to full Crown ownership and 
control as public conservation land..

* Post-review designation and management of public conservation land created are 
planned for.

* The potential for post-review subdivision and intensification where land may be 
freeholded is dealt with upfront through, as appropriate, robust covenants and/or 
other mechanisms such as private district plan changes, and/or payment to the 
Crown for subdivision/onsale value where loss of natural values is historic and 
unremediable (an appropriate valuation system that determines the likely future 
values - including monetary value - of relevant land should be established).

* ‘Slow covenants’ are available: to allow gradual reduction in pasturage on leases and 
eventual transition to full Crown ownership and control as public conservation land 
over periods agreed case-by-case; and to spread the financial load. 

* Grazing concessions are used more widely over periods agreed case-by-case to 
allow lessees to complete land purpose transitions, and to spread the financial load.

* The Walking Access Commission and Fish and Game councils have statutory 
mandates to advise on creation of recreation access under the Land Act’s s60 
(Creation of easements) where land remains in leases or under slow covenants.

* Full public consultation including face-to-face hearings panels, potentially including 
independent experts.
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The overarching aim of land purpose review is ongoing improvement in the ecological and 
landscape integrity of the South Island high country, from the paddock and holding level up. For 
some Crown pastoral land, this will culminate in transition to full Crown ownership and control for 
public conservation and recreation purposes. While this is unlikely to be the outcome for all Crown 
pastoral land, in the short-to-medium term at least, it will be a feature in a broader scenario of 
maintenance and improvement of natural values.

Recommendations:
* that tenure review be replaced by land purpose review under the Crown Pastoral Land Act 

1998 as above (note also the above point regarding covenanting mechanisms’ review/
amendment).

* that the Department of Conservation, the Nature Heritage Fund, the Walking Access 
Commission, and regional Fish and Game councils have mandated roles in land purpose 
review as above.

 

Qualifying waterbodies to be removed from leases
For the health and ongoing consistent management of lakes and rivers, the species and systems 
dependent on them and interconnected with them, and for recreation access along waterbodies’ 
margins, beds of qualifying lakes and rivers should be removed from leases and transferred to the 
Department of Conservation’s jurisdiction in a one-off review. 

Marginal strips should be created alongside qualifying lakes and rivers to enhance recreational 
access and enjoyment.

The present procedure for creating marginal strips lacks appropriate transparency and robustness. 
A procedure that meets public expectations of transparency and rigour should be provided for in 
statute. Cadastral records of former and new marginal strips should be thorough and easily 
accessed by the public. 

Recommendation:
* that beds of qualifying lakes and rivers be removed from leases and transferred to the 

Department of Conservation’s jurisdiction.
* that marginal strips be created along qualifying lakes and rivers.
* that appropriate formal procedures for creating and disseminating information about 

former and new marginal strips be adopted as above.

Accountability and transparency
FMC understands that the Commissioner is independent. However, her/his activities and delegated 
activities must be consistent with relevant statutes’ spirit, intent, and letter. It is reasonable to 
expect that the Commissioner report fully and regularly to the Minister; the discussion document 
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proposes a regular Statement of Performance Expectations, to be approved by the Minister for 
Land Information and made publicly available, and FMC endorses this.

The to-date obscurity of the Commissioner’s decision-making on Crown pastoral matters is out of 
step with fair public expectations of information availability, given that public property and funds are 
at stake. 

Accountability and transparency are needed in all aspects of the Commissioner’s role, including 
through provision of detailed evidence of linkage between statutory purpose and outcomes 
expectations. 

The discussion document proposes CPLA amendment that explicitly provides for the 
Commissioner to release guidance for officials and leaseholders on legislative requirements. FMC 
endorses this; officially mandated systems for measuring ecological and landscape integrity should 
be the sources of benchmarks for discretionary actions decision-making and for monitoring and 
enforcement of lease conditions. 

Recommendations:
* that the Commissioner of Crown Lands regularly produce a Statement of Performance 

Expectations, to be approved by the Minister for Land Information.
* that the Crown Pastoral Land Act 1998 provide for the Commissioner to release guidance 

on legislative requirements as above.

Discretionary actions
Activities applied for by Crown pastoral lessees and consented by the Commissioner range widely 
from, for example, agricultural intensification to providing backpacker accommodation. Spatially 
and temporally, positive and negative environmental, economic, and social outcomes, separately 
and together, have likely been enormously varied; lack of comprehensive monitoring makes 
quantification impossible. Given what is now understood about the values of the high country, 
however, the existing discretionary consenting system seems cavalier.

This sphere of Crown pastoral administration needs improvement. Foremost, decision-making 
should express the statutory purpose of maintenance and improvement of ecological and 
landscape integrity. It should: not be inconsistent with relevant multi-disciplinary technical advice; 
be in accordance with officially mandated systems for measurement of ecological and landscape 
integrity (including consideration of wider environmental and cumulative effects); and allow for 
mitigation and/or remediation where these are not inconsistent with the former points.

The Director-General of Conservation’s role in the CPLA’s s18 (Discretionary actions) is in 
accordance with the purpose of maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape 
integrity and related points as above; other aspects of s18 need changing to achieve consonance. 
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Given the public interest in the ongoing and improving health of the land in Crown pastoral leases, 
and due to the wealth of relevant knowledge within the community, a notification system should be 
introduced. Consent for activities with negligible negative environmental impacts, for example, low 
numbers of small-crew film projects, should be able to be gained readily, especially where more 
environmentally harmful activities cease in return. Notification triggers should include potential for 
wider environmental and spatial and temporal cumulative effects.

Ensuring discretionary actions are managed within the context of Crown pastoral land’s 
overarching purpose of maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity is the 
ongoing responsibility of lessees and the Commissioner. Monitoring, compliance activity, and 
reporting against that purpose should be responsibilities of the Commissioner. 

Administration costs and ongoing appropriate activity fees should be covered by applicants, in the 
interests of fairness to the public, consistency with the principle of ‘benefitter pays’, and 
consistency with permissions systems generally. 

Recommendations:
* that decision-making on discretionary actions be in accordance with the statutory 

purpose of maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity as above.
* that some aspects of the Crown Pastoral Land Act’s s18 be changed to be in accordance 

with the statutory purpose of maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape 
integrity.

* that a discretionary actions notification system be introduced as above.
* that ongoing monitoring, compliance, and reporting be completed by the Commissioner 

as above.
* that administration costs and ongoing appropriate activity fees be covered by applicants 

as above.

Taking stock across the Crown pastoral estate
Systematic Crown pastoral holdings monitoring and reporting is necessary (within usual privacy 
provisions) for the public to be informed about: the effectiveness of properties’ ongoing 
management against their baseline and historic data and the purpose for which they are held; 
impacts of discretionary actions; spatial and temporal cumulative effects; and the condition of the 
wider Crown pastoral holding (acknowledging that this will be affected as land is redesignated as 
public conservation land through land purpose review).

Information gained through such robust monitoring and reporting will allow and should be used for 
purposeful guidance to be developed by the Commissioner for leaseholders.

Such a system will be consistent with others that monitor and report on the condition of Crown and 
other public property, especially where it is managed by private entities.
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We understand that appreciable resourcing will be needed to ensure a thorough system, including 
appropriate baseline information, is established. This should be planned for.

Recommendations:
* that a system for monitoring and reporting on the Crown pastoral estate be implemented 

as above.
* that information gained through monitoring and reporting be used by the Commissioner 

for development of leaseholder guidance.

Case study: Glenaray Station (combined Glenaray and Whitecoomb leases)
* In 2017, with the support of Emeritus Professor, botanist Sir Alan Mark, FMC 

proposed creation of a Remarkables National Park, which we anticipate will fuse 
variously-classified public conservation land and other land under a single national 
park designation. Key to the concept’s fruition is future designation/s of Glenaray’s 
62,498 hectares. 

* The property is spread over the Garvie Mountains, the Old Man Range, the Umbrella 
Range, and the southern Old Woman Range. It drains primarily into the Waikaia 
River.

* Largely unmodified and in high health, Glenaray contains various beech and mixed 
forests, diverse shrublands and tussocklands, rockfields and fellfields, wetlands and 
seepages, cushion bogs, herbfields and snowbanks, tablelands, and glacial and 
periglacial landforms. Eight threatened native bird species, native bats (likely long-
tailed), a variety of lizard species, and rich invertebrate life, including species endemic 
to the Waikaia Ecological Region, are found within it.

* There is significant potential for backcountry skiing, tramping, mountain biking, and 
many other recreational activities at Glenaray.

* The property contains several huts, some with historic value. 
* Several parcels of public conservaiton land adjoin Glenaray. Designations include 

scenic reserve and conservation area.
* Parts of the property that have been modified and parts presently used for farming 

are mostly in the vicinity of Piano Flat Road and the homestead.
* Proposals for conservation and recreation-focussed protection for parts of Glenaray 

date back to the early 1980s.
* While ongoing protection of Glenaray’s significant values is important in and of itself, 

creation of a Remarkables National Park, which turns on redesignation of land within 
the lease, would place a cloak of enduring protection over a far greater area of high 
significance to New Zealanders. Land purpose review that would see most of 
Glenaray become public conservation land, with land remaining dealt with in 
accordance with maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape integrity, 
is crucial to this.
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Conclusion
Since the present Crown pastoral lease system was established more than seven decades ago, 
appreciation of the high country’s extensive values, including its intrinsic worth, has deepened 
considerably.

New pastoral land management direction that expresses that understanding is needed. It should 
begin with a Land Act purpose of maintenance and improvement of ecological and landscape 
integrity (not ‘natural capital’, which is calibrated economically and unable to recognise the land’s 
full range of values). Activities of lessor and lessees, from management and management advice, 
to discretionary actions, and monitoring and compliance, should align with that purpose.

The role of the Commissioner of Crown Lands needs updating to meet contemporary public 
expectations. It should combine the transparent accountability expected of a person in charge of 
Crown property with the oversight of a diligent landlord (introduction of notification and fees 
systems akin to those found in other comparable processes is part of this).

Ending the Crown Pastoral Land Act’s tenure review process closes a period of significant hand-in-
hand environmental and public-good benefit and loss. It also offers the opportunity to construct a 
more flexible process that focuses on ecological and landscape integrity of all relevant land and is 
fair to lessees and the public. FMC believes that land purpose review, as described above, is such 
a process.

We are aware this is an important moment in time for New Zealand and appreciate the need for 
care in the substance and detail of the legislative adjustments to come. We welcome korero on our 
proposals. 

Yours sincerely, 

Jan Finlayson,
vice-president, Federated Mountain Clubs.
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